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In order to achieve simply manufacturing process and higher volumetric power density, many planar
SOFC stacks were designed to place fuel and air manifolds within the cell unit area and penetrated it.
The fuel and air flow distribution qualities within these type SOFC stacks was analyzed by 3D
calculating fluid dynamics (CFD) simulating, and the following results could be concluded: i) while
the fuel manifolds were placed within the SOFC unit area and penetrated through it, over 31% air flow
would pass through the semicircle zones of the fuel manifold zones; iii) over 14% of the fuel flow
would pass through the semicircle zone of the air manifold zone; iv) while the flow manifolds were
penetrated through the cell unit plane, both the fuel and air flow distribution qualities over each cell
unit would not be greatly improved by adding additional distributors or enlarging the overall outlet
manifold areas.

Keywords: planar SOFC stack, flow path optimization, manifolds penetrated through SOFC unit area,
3D calculated fluid dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Planar solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is considered to be one of the promising power conversion
devices due to many favorable properties, such as fuel flexibility, compactness, high volumetric and
gravimetric power densities [1-9]. However, the further development of SOFCs faces the challenges to
minimize the unwanted temperature variation throughout the whole stack, which contributes to the
thermal stress between different components [10-14]. Overloading of the local areas within a SOFC
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cell unit or in stack component will result in failure and subsequent progressive degradation of the
SOFC stack as a whole. Thus, even loading and keeping current induced degradation processes
constantly distributed throughout the stack are essential to extend the overall stack lifetime [15-18].
These will rely on the proper air flow path design to ensure high air flow distribution qualities within
the stack.

Figure 1. Sketch diagram of a planar SOFC stack design with fuel and air manifolds placed within the
SOFC cell areas and penetrated through it.

Figure 2. a) 3D fuel flow path model within 10-cell planer SOFC stack in Fig. 1 ； b) the
corresponding 3D air flow path model; c) the nominated fuel flow rates fed to each cell layer as
a function of the cell number j; d) the nominated air flow rates distribution among the piled cell
layers.
In the past decade, great attentions were paid to investigate the proper structure designs for fuel
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and air flow paths to achieve high stack performance and lifetime [19-27]. In order to achieve simply
manufacturing process and high volumetric power density of SOFC stacks, both the fuel and air
manifolds were always designed to be placed within the fuel cell unit zone and penetrated through it
[28-31]. According to the designs reported by W. Wang et al. [28, 31], a typical planar SOFC stack
structure with this characteristic is displayed in Fig. 1. Obviously, the fuel and air flow direction
relationship can be called as cross flow management. One fuel flow inlet manifold and one outlet
manifold are placed face to face at the opposite sides of the interconnector. Their effects were feeding
the fuel flows to each SOFC unit and collecting exhaust gas. The radii of manifolds are 5 mm. Both
them penetrate through the fuel cell plane. There are 20 rib channels (1 mm*1 mm*10 cm for each rib
channel) with interval 1 mm within each solid oxide fuel cell unit. Similarly, there is one air flow inlet
manifold is penetrated through the fuel cell plane, and the exhaust air flows are directly expelled to the
environment.
In this paper, the fuel and air distribution characteristics within these typical planar SOFC
stacks with flow manifolds penetrated through fuel cell plane were assessed by the 3D CFD model
developing and simulating. Then, the fuel and flow distributions qualities within different flow path
structure improving tries, such as, with circle configuration, flow distributors and different inlet and
outlet manifold areas ratios were investigated to carefully analyzed to evaluate the practicable of the
current manifold position designs.

2. THEORY AND METHOD
Fig. 2a and b shows the relevant fuel and air flow path models, which adopts the U-type
manifolds configuration, within the 10-cell modular stacks. The active area of each SOFC unit within
the stack S is around 10 cm ×10 cm. For the case with average output current density j around 7000 A
m-2 and the effective utilizations of fuel and air flows  are around 80% and 20% , respectively, the
fuel and air mass flow velocities at the inlet manifold entrances can be respectively calculated as [32],
NjSM fuel
1
ufuel 
 6.03 m s-1
fuel Ain 4 Ffuel  H2
(1)
NjSM air
1
uair 
 32.33 m s-1
air Ain 4 Fair  O2
where F is the total electric column of one molar electrons. M fuel and M air are the molar mass of fuel
and air, respectively.  H2 and  O2 are the mass fractions of hydrogen and oxygen within fuel and air
mixtures, respectively.  is the mass density of mixture gas. Ain   rin2 is the total areas of inlet
manifold entrances. Herein, rin is around 5 mm.
Finally, the fluid flow characteristics within these planar SOFC stack with manifolds
penetrating through the cell unit zone would be figured out by the 3D CFD approach using software
Fluent with a tolerance 1×10 -5. The detailed process of 3D model developing, meshing and simulating
processes could be found in many previous papers [33-36]. Enough hexagonal mesh elements (i.e.,
276000 for air flow path and 222000 for fuel flow path) are addred to the current 3D CFD flow path
models to ensure the accuracy. For fuel flow field, the laminar flow model is addressed. As the flow
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distribution within air flow path is found to be of typical turbulent flow characteristic, the k- 
calculating model is addressed.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2c and d show the nominated fuel and air flow rates fed to each cell layer as a function of
the cell numbers, respectively. Obviously, for these 10-cells small scale planar SOFC stacks using Utype, there are relevant high fuel and air flow fed rates distributions among the piled cell layer on stack
level. Thus, the attentions should be further focused on the fuel and air distributing qualities among the
rib channels on single cell level. They will greatly represent the distribution quality of electrochemical
performance over each SOFC unit surface [37]. As reported by Z. Yu, G. Jung and J. Myung et al. [38,
39], this will affect the stack overall performance and its working lifetime.
Fig. 3a and b illustrate the configurations of fuel and air flow distributing paths over the SOFC
unit surface, respectively. Both the fuel and air flow manifolds are placed within the SOFC unit area
and penetrate through it. As shown in Fig. 3a, beside the fuel flow fed header, there is a semicircle.
Both them act as a fuel flow distributor. On the opposite side, there are also fed header and semicircle
paths that act as an exhaust fuel gas collector. For Fig. 3b, similar flow fed header and semicircle are
adopted to distribute the air flow to the rib channels. On the opposite side, exhaust air flows are
directly expelled to the environment.

Figure 3. Sketch diagram of a planar SOFC stack design with semicircle distributors, while places the
flow manifolds within the cell unit plane: a) configuration of fuel flow distribution path; b)
configuration of air flow distribution path.
Fig. 4a shows the fuel flow velocity distribution among the rib channels. Obviously, most of
the fuel flows are concentrated around the three semicircle zones (i.e., two semicircles for fuel flow
manifolds and one semicircle for air flow inlet manifold) over the anode surface. To further achieve the
detail distributions, the no-dimensional fuel mass flow rates fed to each rib channel
( mc-' i  mc-i / (mtotal / Nl / Nc ) ) are shown in Fig. 5b. mc-i is the fuel mass flow rate fed to rib channel i.

N l =10 is the total cell layers of the stack. N c =28 is the number of the rib channels within each piled
SOFC unit. The fuel flow distribution results in Fig. 4b shows that: i) for cross section ‘f-s-1’, most of
the fuel flows are concentrated around the feed header and semicircle contact zones. Only very few
fuel rates are fed to the zones (i.e., 1-th to 5-th and 23-th t0 28-th rib channels); ii) for cross section ‘f-
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s-2’, too much fuel flows (i.e., around 14% of the total fuel flow fed to each SOFC unit) pass through
the semicircle zone, which is labeled as 6-th rib channel. As reported by L. Kang and J. Myung [39,
40], this would lead to greatly reducing the service life of the stack.

Figure 4. a) the fuel flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional fuel
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.
As the rib channels over each SOFC unit surface are connected in parallel, the standard
deviations of the nominated flow rate distributions among the rib channels is adopted to represent the
flow distributing quality over each cell unit [32, 34],
1/2

 m&c-i

 Nc  m&'  12 
 c-i 
  i 1

Nc





,

(2)

The calculated nominated standard deviations for cross sections ‘f-s-1’, ‘f-s-2’ and ‘f-s-3’ are
calculated to be 0.2944, 0.6715 and 0.2941, respectively.

Figure 5. a) the air flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional air
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.

Fig. 5a shows the air flow velocity distribution among the rib channels. Similarly, most of the
air flows are concentrated around the two semicircles zones of fuel flow manifolds over the cathode
surface. The no-dimensional air mass flow rates fed to each rib channel are shown in Fig. 5b.
Obviously, for cross section ‘a-s-1’, very few fuel rates are fed to the zones far away from the air inlet
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manifold. For cross section ‘f-s-2’, however, over 35% air flows of the total air flow fed to each SOFC
unit will pass through the two semicircle zones around the fuel manifolds. The calculated nominated
standard deviations for cross sections ‘a-s-1’, ‘a-s-2’ and ‘a-s-3’ are calculated to be 0.3493, 1.3286
and 0.2928, respectively.
These results demonstrated that while the fuel and air flow manifolds are penetrated through
the SOFC unit plane, the conventional flow path structures in Fig. 3 are impractical because of bad fuel
and air distributing designs. It is generally agreed that the flow distribution quality within the SOFC
stack can be greatly improved by adding distributors, enlarging the outlet manifold areas, increasing
the feed/exhaust header widths, and so on [34, 41]. The flow distribution characteristics within these
two different flow path configuration designs will be analyzed by further 3D calculated fluid dynamics
calculations, while the fuel and air flow manifolds penetrated through the SOFC unit plane are adopted.

Figure 6. Sketch diagram of a planar SOFC stack design with additional distributors, while the flow
manifolds are placed within the cell unit plane: a) configuration of fuel flow distribution path; b)
configuration of air flow distribution path.

Figure 7. a) the fuel flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional fuel
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.
Fig. 6 illustrates the fuel and air flow path configurations with additional divergent distributors,
while the flow manifold penetrates through the SOFC unit plane. The corresponding fuel flow velocity
'
distribution among the rib channels and the normalized fuel mass flow rates mc-i
fed to rib channel i
are shown in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. As can be shown in Fig. 7b: i) for cross section ‘f-s-1’, most
of the fuel flows are concentrated around the inlet and outlet manifolds zones (i.e., from 7-th to 21-th
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rib channels). Only very few fuel rates are fed to the zones (i.e., 1-th to 6-th and 22-th t0 28-th rib
channels); ii) for cross section ‘f-s-2’, too much fuel flows (i.e., around 14% of the total fuel flow fed
to each SOFC unit) pass through the semicircle zone, which is labeled as 6-th rib channel. The
calculated nominated standard deviations for cross sections ‘f-s-1’, ‘f-s-2’ and ‘f-s-3’ are calculated to
be 0.3693, 0.5295 and 0.3700, respectively.

Figure 8. a) the air flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional air
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.

Figure 9. Sketch diagram of a planar SOFC stack design with enlarged overall fuel outlet manifold
areas, while places the flow manifolds within the cell unit plane: a) configuration of the fuel
flow distribution path; b) configuration of the air flow distribution path.

Figure 10. a) the fuel flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional fuel
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.
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Fig. 8a and b shows the corresponding calculated air flow velocity distribution over the cathode
'
surface and the normalized air mass flow rates fed to the rib channel mc-i
. The nominated standard
deviations for cross sections ‘a-s-1’, ‘a-s-2’ and ‘a-s-3’ are calculated to be 0.3219, 1.1459 and 0.2777,
respectively.
It is interesting to note that although adopting additional distributors will lead to very different
fuel and air flow distribution configurations over the piled SOFC unit surface, over flow rates can also
be found around the semicircle zone of the manifolds (shown in Fig. 7a and 8a). This illustrates that
unlike many other published reports [41-43], while flow path with the manifold penetrates through the
SOFC unit plane, additional divergent distributors may not increase the air and fuel flow feeding
quality on the single cell level.
Fig. 9 illustrates the sketch diagrams of both the fuel and air flow manifolds with enlarged
overall fuel flow outlet manifold areas, while the flow manifold penetrates through the SOFC unit
plane. In this structure, two fuel outlet manifolds are adopted. The corresponding fuel flow velocity
'
distribution among the rib channels and the normalized fuel mass flow rates mc-i
fed to the rib channel
are shown in Fig. 10a and b, respectively. Although the fuel flow distribution quality through cross
sections ‘‘f-s-1’ and ‘f-s-3’ are slightly improved, there still have over fuel flow rate passed through the
semicircle zone in cross sections ‘f-s-2’.

Figure 11. a) the air flow velocity distribution over the SOFC unit surface; b) the no-dimensional air
mass flow rates distribution among the rib channels over three different cross sections.

Similarly, Fig. 11a and b shows the corresponding calculated air flow velocity distribution over
'
the cathode surface and the normalized air mass flow rate mc-i
distribution among the rib channel.
Obviously, over air flow rates are passed through the .three semicircles of the fuel manifold zones,
which would lead them to suffer from serious local failure risks.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The 3D CFD analyzing models for fuel and air flow paths within those SOFC stack designs,
which have flow manifolds penetrated through the cell unit plane, had been well developed to analyze
their fuel and air distribution qualities. It was concluded that: i) whether the manifolds were penetrated
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through the SOFC unit plane would not affect both the fuel and air flow distribution qualities among
the piled cell units on stack level. For a small scale planar SOFC stack, the flow distribution quality on
stack level was high. The flow distribution quality over each SOFC unit surface, however, should be
greatly improved; ii) while the fuel manifolds were placed within the SOFC unit area and penetrated
through it, over 31% air would pass through the semicircle zones of the fuel manifold zones; iii) while
the air flow manifold was placed within the SOFC unit area, over 14% of the fuel would pass through
the semicircle zone of the air manifold zone; iv) while the flow manifolds were penetrated through the
cell unit plane, both the fuel and air flow distribution qualities on single cell level would not be greatly
improved by adding additional distributors or enlarging the overall outlet manifold areas.
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